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Abstract

Our research program proposes to analyze the proximity between voting rules considering either their

respective winners are identical or not. The more often two different voting rules lead to the same

winner, the more similar they should be considered. Our methodology consists in simulating a large

enough amount of elections, and analyzing the distance between each pair of voting rules based on

the agreement/disagreement of the election winner. We analyze 15 voting rules, including several

evaluation-based voting rules. The experimental design includes numbers of voters varying from 9 to

1001 and numbers of alternatives varying from 3 to 14. Some designs with correlations or different dis-

tributions are also explored. The study analyzes the influence of all these variables on the proximity

between voting rules. Several proximity maps are presented. Unsurprisingly, voting methods based on

the same principles (plurality rules, Condorcet like rules, evaluation-based rules) generally conduct to

a proximity of winner. However, these proximities can change regarding the control variables. More-

over, some specific rules appear to be a kind of link or hyphen between two families of voting methods.

Keywords: Voting rules, Evaluation-based voting rules, Simulation, IC model.
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1 Introduction

A voting rule is a process which, for all set of voters and alternatives, gives a winner of the election based

on the voters’ opinions on alternatives. These opinions can be expressed either by a ranking on the set of

alternatives, or by evaluations given to each alternative. For example, Borda count is based on preference

orders while majority judgment or approval voting are based on evaluations. Note that partial orders are

used by some “weaker” (due to the lack of information used) voting rules as First-past-the-post voting,

for example. Our objective is to compare both ranking-based and evaluation-based voting methods.

An axiomatic approach of comparison of two voting methods needs a common axiomatic framework.

As ranking-based and evaluation-based voting methods do not use the same conceptual framework, we

propose in this paper to compare voting rules through an empirical approach, i.e. looking at the result

of the voting scheme rather than its properties. Our empirical approach consists in simulating several

voting situations and deducing similarities based on the voting rules: the more often two different voting

rules lead to the same winner, the more similar they should be considered, whatever their methodology

or properties.

We restrict our framework to the continuous case for the evaluations scale. The discrete case, which

implies specific tie-break rules,is not considered. In a precedent paper, Rolland et al. (2024) suggest

several models to simulate evaluation-based voting data. In this paper, we mainly use the so-called IID

models to explore the similarities between several voting rules, establishing an experimental setting where

the number of voters, the number of alternatives and the distributions of the evaluations vary. This yields

Impartial Culture modeling on rankings. This framework is the most usual in literature (Boehmer et al.,

2024). A perspective is to extend the study to non IID (resp. non IC) models. We simulated few examples

in this framework, and a more thorough simulation design may be the object of future work.

Several studies have already been proposed dealing with the similarities between voting rules. Richelson

(1979), Felsenthal and Machover (2012) or Kacprzyk et al. (2020) compare ranking-based voting rules with

respect to their satisfied properties. Nurmi (1987) does the same including evaluation-based methods,

which are approval voting and median voting rule. Conitzer and Sandholm (2012) classify the common

ranking-based voting rules with respect to a maximum likelihood model: it is also an axiomatic approach.

Tideman (2023) propose some principles to choose among a large variety of voting processes, based on a

large view of how do the voting rules work.

Using real-world elections to compare different voting rules has been proposed for example in Mattei et al.

(2012) and Song (2023). Tideman and Plassmann (2013) propose a statistical modeling, generating voting
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situations, which parameters are fitted using real-world elections. In their study, a best alternative is

defined in the simulation process and their objective is to study which voting rule recover this alternative.

De Almeida et al. (2019) propose a specific method to choose the best voting rule in a specific context.

Probabilistic studies have been proposed to study voting rules: Nurmi (1987) examines the probability

that two different voting rules select two different winners. Merlin et al. (2000) compute the probability

that some decision rules select the same winner.

Actually, two papers are similar, in their goal, to our paper. They both use simulated voting situations to

compare voting rules. McCabe-Dansted and Slinko (2006) explores the similarities between 26 voting rules

in a scenario with 5 alternatives and 85 voters, examining how variations in the homogeneity of voting

preferences affect outcomes using a Polya urn model. They employ Hierarchical Ascending Classification

and Multidimensional Scaling to cluster voting processes and facilitate visualization. Green-Armytage

et al. (2016) compare 54 voting rules in a scenario with 3 alternatives and 99 voters. Their study deals

with IC and IAC simulations, spatial models, and real datasets to evaluate the utilitarian efficiency and

strategy-proofness of these rules, aiming to identify the “best voting rule” rather than classifying the

studied rules. Their conclusions indicate that the Condorcet-Hare method represents a good compromise

across the studied criteria, while the plurality method is clearly outperformed by numerous other methods

in both dimensions. Our approach is more similar than McCabe-Dansted and Slinko (2006) in the sense

that we observe the similarities between voting rules, and not their behavior with respect to given

properties (which is done in Green-Armytage et al. (2016)). Additionally, McCabe-Dansted and Slinko

(2006) consider fixed number of voters and alternatives, while we want to study their influence on voting

procedures. We also include evaluation-based procedures in the study, which were lacking in McCabe-

Dansted and Slinko (2006).

In this article, we aim to expand upon these previous studies by considering different scenarios, particu-

larly regarding the number of voters, the number of alternatives, and the generation of voter evaluations

(both in terms of distribution and dependencies). The article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

the selected voting rules. It also introduces the methodology and the experimental design of the study.

Section 3 presents a global analysis of the simulation results, whereas Section 4 explores the influence of

the simulation setting. Section 5 gives an insight on non IC frameworks, as a perspective of this article.
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Figure 1: Uniform (left), Beta(0.5, 0.5) (center) and Truncated Normal(0.5, 0.25) (right) distributions

2 Hypothesis and Methodology

The goal of this paper is to find proximity relations between voting rules considering the winner of the

election. The more often two different voting rules lead to the same winner, the more similar they should

be considered. Our methodology consists in simulating a large enough amount of election situations,

determining the winner for each election and each considered voting rule, and analysing the distance

between each pair of voting rules based on the agreement/disagreement of the election winner.

2.1 Methodology

In the following, we consider situations with n voters and m alternatives. Each voter associates a grade

from the continuous set [0, 1] to each alternative. These grades are simulated following three different

methods: Uniform distribution, Beta distribution or truncated Normal distribution (see Rolland et al.

(2024) for details and Figure 1 for illustration). Preference rankings on alternatives are derived from

the grades given by the voters to the alternatives: the greater the evaluation, the better the alternative

should be ranked. The chosen experimental design controls the parameters as indicated in Table 1.

voters n =9,15,21,51,101,1001

alternatives m =3,4,5,6,7,9,14

Distributions Uniform, Beta(0.5, 0.5), Truncated Normal(0.5, 0.25)

Table 1: Experimental design parameters
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For each of the 6×7×3 = 126 combination of voters, alternatives and simulation processes, 1000 iterations

have been run. A matrix of dissimilarity has been produced between the voting processes. The distance

between two voting rules is the proportion of situations where the two rules lead to the same winner.

Two voting rules are considered identical if their winner is always the same. The distance between them

is then equal to 0. Two voting rules are considered totally dissimilar if they always choose two different

winners. The distance between them is then equal to 1. Others distance scores should be possible (see

below). The obtained matrix for a given combination of voters, alternatives and simulation process is

therefore a matrix of dissimilarity with scores between 0 (if two rules always agree on the same elected

alternative) and 1 (if two rules always disagree on the elected alternative). Therefore our study concerns

126 dissimilarity matrices. Therefore 126.000 simulations have been computed and combined to explore

the influence of the number of voters, the number of alternatives or the evaluation simulation processes

on the similarity of voting rules.

Tie-breaking and distance between voting-rules

Whatever the voting rule, ties are a matter of concern, especially when the number of voters is small

(9 or 15): several voting situations combined with voting rules lead to two or more alternatives to be

ex-æquo. Our decision is not to break ties, and consider all the alternatives that are equally ranked first

as equally winners of the election. Therefore, the result of a voting situation for a specific voting rules

is a set of alternatives, or a 0/1 m-vector with 1 if the alternative is in the set of winners and 0 if not.

The distance between two voting rules is measured through the binary distance (as known as Jaccard

distance) between the two vectors of winners. If Wini is the set of winners given by voting rule i, the

binary distance between voting rules i and j is given by

d(i, j) = 1 − | Wini ∩ Winj |
| Wini ∪ Winj |

.

2.2 Voting rules

Several authors have already presented a large list of voting rules, for instance Felsenthal and Machover

(2012); Durand (2015), or more recently to Tideman (2023). We refer to these authors for more details

about the large variety of voting rules. Among this large variety, we selected 16 voting rules using either

preference rankings or evaluations for our study.
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2.2.1 Plurality-based voting rules

These five first voting rules are based on the plurality concept: the alternative to be chosen should be

the one supported by a majority of voters. Several meaning of the “majority” concept lead to several

voting rules.

• Plurality rule (PLU1) - each voter selects its preferred alternative. The alternative with the greatest

plurality score is the winner.

• Plurality two-round runoff procedure (PLU2) - in the first round, voters select their preferred

alternative as in PLU1. If no alternative gets a majority, there is a second round involving only the

top 2 alternatives of the first round.

• Hare procedure (HARE) - also known as alternative vote - each voter votes for its preferred al-

ternative (in the set of remaining alternatives). The alternative with the smallest plurality score

is eliminated and the procedure goes on until at least one alternative has a majority, which is the

winner.

• Bucklin procedure (BUCK) - each voter votes for its preferred alternative. If an alternative reaches

the majority, it is the winner. If not, each voter votes for its two preferred alternatives. The

procedure goes on with the three preferred alternatives, etc. until at least one alternative reaches

the majority. If there is only one alternative reaching the majority, it is the winner. If two or more

alternatives reach the majority, the one with the greatest number of voters is the winner.

2.2.2 Condorcet-based voting rules

The Condorcet principle supposes that if there is an alternative preferred by a majority of voters to any

other alternative in head-to-head comparisons then this alternative should be chosen. Such an alternative

is called the Condorcet winner. It is often argued that the Condorcet winner should be elected.

• Condorcet winner rule (COND)- if a Condorcet winner exists, it is the winner of the election. Else,

no alternative is considered to be the winner.

Nevertheless it is well-known that there are voting situations without any Condorcet winner (Gehrlein,

1999). Several voting rules have been proposed to determine, in that case, which alternative should be
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considered as the nearest alternative to the Condorcet winner position. We introduce hereafter two voting

rules based on the Condorcet principle.

• Minimax (MMAX) - if a Condorcet winner exists, it is the winner of the election. If not, each

alternative is being affected its plurality score in its worst duel against any other alternative. Then

the alternative with the highest score is chosen.

• Copeland (COPE) - each alternative gets 1 point for each won duel against each other alternative,

0.5 points if there is a tie and 0 points for each lost duel. The alternative with the best score wins

the election.

2.2.3 Borda like voting rules

Borda like voting rules are based on average ranks of each alternative.

• Borda count (BORD) - the Borda count voting rule computes the average rank of preference for

each alternative on the set of voters. The alternative with the best average rank wins the election.

• Nanson (NAN) - the Nanson rule is an iterative version of Borda rule. On each step, alternatives

with an average rank equal or greater than the average rank (m/2 for m alternatives) are cancelled,

and the rule goes on with the remained alternatives until only one remains.

2.2.4 Evaluation-based voting rules

Evaluation-based voting rules are not using ranks of preferences but evaluations of voters on alternatives

to compute the winner of the vote.

• Approval voting (AP) consists in a range voting with binary (0/1) evaluations for each alternative.

In the simulation process, it is necessary to define the number of evaluations equal to 1 with respect

to the continuous evaluations. Three different versions are considered:

– Approval with threshold (AP T) - any score greater than 0.7 corresponds to an approval (1)

and any score less that 0.7 to an disapproval (0). Note that, in order to avoid trivial situations,

for any voter its alternative with the maximum evaluation is always considered to be approved

and its alternative with the minimum evaluation is always considered to be disapproved.
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– Approval with Uniform distribution of approved alternatives (AP U) - each voter approves

between 1 and m − 1 alternatives, with m the total number of alternatives. The number of

approved alternatives follows an Uniform distribution.

– Approval of half the alternatives (AP H) - each voter approves half of the alternatives, the

ones with the best evaluations.

• Majority judgement (MJ) - the alternative with the best median evaluation wins the election. Note

that the tie-break rule is not a matter of interest here as the evaluations are on a continuous scale,

contrary to the original rule proposed by Balinski and Laraki (2010).

• Range Voting (RV) - the alternative with the best average evaluation wins the election.

• Weighted L4 Deepest Voting Rule (L4DV) - the winner of the election is determined by the choice

of the innermost voter in the set of voters, which is determined through the use of the weighted L4

depth function (see Aubin et al. (2022) for details).

All these procedures can be seen as Weighted Lp Deepest Voting Rule, as defined in Aubin et al. (2022).

AP, MJ, RV and L4DV correspond to Weighted Lp deepest voting with respectively p = 0, 1, 2, 4. AP

was not considered in the former article, but it can be shown that it corresponds to the case p = 01.

Finally, we also consider

• Star rule (STAR) - first the average evaluation is calculated for each alternative and the best two

are selected. Then a plurality voting is organized between these two alternatives and the winner

wins the election.

3 Voting rules proximities

3.1 Analysis of distance between voting rules

Figure 2 shows the distance matrix between voting rules based on the 126.000 voting simulations: 7

alternatives levels × 6 voters levels × 3 simulation methods × 1000 simulations for each combination. It
1The L0 “norm” counts the number of non zero values. Taking L0, the associated weighted deepest voting is defined

as in Aubin et al. (2022), but it is not a deepest voting strictly speaking because taking p = 0 does not lead to satisfying

properties. Yet, the (weighted) L0 deepest voting can be seen as the procedure which elects the alternative with the highest

non zero evaluations. This indeed corresponds to the AP procedure - with evaluations equal to 0 or 1.
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has been obtained by averaging the distance matrices computed as described in Section 2.1. The distance

between two voting rules is in the range [0, 1] and represents the proportion of voting situations where

two procedures yield different winners. The average distance between two voting rules is 0.417. This

value is very high, meaning that there are important differences between the voting rules. The minimum

distance is between NAN and MMAX (0.123), and the maximum distance is between PLU1 and BUCK

(0.61). The matrix shows that there is a structure relative to the voting rules. In particular, BORD,

STAR, COPE, MMAX, NAN, COND and HARE form a relatively homogeneous group. These rules

correspond to the Borda like and Condorcet like rules. It does not contain BUCK. BUCK can be seen

as an intermediate rule between AP H and BORD, which seems natural by construction. Note also that

PLU1 and PLU2 are far form the evaluation-based voting rules (AP U, AP T, AP H, MJ, RV, L4DV).

To improve the interpretation of the distance matrix, Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the associated multidi-

mensional scaling (MDS) representation. The first three axes of the MDS represent 57% of the information

contained in the distance matrix.

3.1.1 Discriminative axis analysis

The first axis clearly opposes, on one side, voting methods that rely on limited information -partial set

of voters’ preference orders- (PLU1, PLU2) to those that use much more comprehensive and nuanced

information (evaluation-based voting methods such as MJ, RV, L4DV, but also BUCK), leaving in the

middle the voting procedures based on the entire sets of voters’ preference rankings (COND, MMAX,

COP, etc). The second axis, on the other hand, opposes the Condorcet methods to all others, leading

to a V-shaped structure with the plurality voting systems at the top left, the Condorcet-based (MMAX,

COP) methods at the bottom, and the evaluation-based voting systems at the top right. The third axis

discriminates between evaluation-based methods and approval-based methods. It shows that there is a

graduation between APP rules. Next, MJ, RV and LP4D correspond to the Lp distance used in the

deepest voting model introduced in Aubin et al. (2022); as explained previously, AP corresponds to (a

weighted) L0 depth, MJ to (a weighted) L1 depth, RV to L2 depth and L4DV to L4 depth. These rules

are, hence, sorted with respect to the exponent p of the corresponding weighted Lp depth. It corresponds

to the sensibility of the rules to the extremes evaluations: the higher p, the more sensible to extremes

evaluations. Finally, note that BUCK voting rule mainly corresponds to AP H, an approval voting with

voters approving half of the alternatives -see Section 4 for a more in-depth analysis.
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Figure 2: Distance matrix between voting rules. The displayed values are equal to 100 times the distance

to increase the readability. The color of each entry corresponds to the membership of the inter-quartile

intervals (respectively [0,0.357), [0.357, 0.437), [0.437,0.497), [0.497,1]).

3.1.2 Family methods analysis

Considering the Plurality family (PLU1, PLU2, HARE and BUCK), PLU1 voting method stands out

as the most characteristic: it is the furthest from the other voting methods (highest average distance

to others). One possible explanation could be that it relies solely on the first preference of the voters,

whereas all other voting methods are based on less partial information. PLU2 and HARE voting methods,

iterative versions of PLU1 based on subsequent alternatives in the voters’ preference rankings, exhibit
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Figure 3: Multidimensional scaling representation of the distance matrix between voting rules - dimensions

1 and 2 (left) and dimensions 1 and 3 (right). Note that the goodness-of-fit of the 3 first axes are equal

respectively to 0.24, 0.20 and 0.13.

similarities with PLU1 while being closer to the others. As mentioned above, BUCK, which is formally

a plurality-based voting rule, is very different in its results from the other plurality rules, and acts as

an intermediate between BORD and AP H. It is not surprising: BUCK is analogous in ranks to the MJ

in evaluations (just as BORD is in relation to RV). The similarity between AP H and BUCK is easily

explained by the fact that, when the number m of alternatives is great, BUCK selects a winner in m/2

iterations, and then behaves exactly as an approval voting approving half of the alternatives.

The voting methods in the center of the MDS representation come from Condorcet (COND, COPE,

MMAX) and Borda (BORD, NAN) families, adding STAR method. Not surprisingly, voting methods

inspired by the idea of Condorcet (MMAX and COPE) are the closest from COND. A bit further but still

at low distances, BORD and NAN, as well as STAR, complete the group by being closer to COND than

the voting methods of other groups. This can be understood because STAR is a hybrid voting method

that initially relies on the averages of evaluations to select two alternatives (similar to RV), then elects the

alternative receiving the most votes among the two finalists (similar to PLU1 or PLU2). STAR is then

more likely to choose a Condorcet winner than just RV. It is then placed between the Condorcet-based

and the evaluation-based families. Next, NAN is close to the Condorcet like group. It is known that

NAN elects a Condorcet winner if one exists, explaining this observation. Finally, BORD is not far from

voting methods based on evaluations. This can be understood through an analogy between BORD and
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Figure 4: Multidimensional scaling representation of the distance matrix between voting rules - three

dimensions.

RV: RV elects the alternative whose average evaluation is the highest; BORD elects the alternative whose

average ranks is the best. Thus, in the case where the scores are inverted ranks (0 for last, 1 for second

to last, etc.), the two voting methods coincide.

The last family consists in voting methods based on evaluations, and includes AP H, AP U, AP T,

MJ, RV, and L4DV. Several elements stand out in this group. For instance, L4DV is atypical: it is

notably distant from the voting methods in its class based on the L1 (resp. L0) distance such as MJ

(resp. AP). However, it aligns more closely with RV (and BORD). This can be explained by the nature

of winner selection, which is more sensitive to extreme evaluations than others (as discussed earlier).

Similarly, AP T lies between evaluation-based voting rules and PLU1, as in several cases approving all
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Figure 5: Average mean, median and variance of winner’s evaluations.

the alternatives with an evaluation greater than the threshold consists in approving only one alternative,

i.e. it has the same behavior as PLU1.

3.2 Comparison of winners’ characteristics

It is clear that, depending on the voting system adopted, the characteristics of the elected alternative

will differ. To explore this, we evaluate some characteristics of the elected alternatives. Given a voting

procedure, we calculate for the elected alternative on each voting situation the mean, the median and

the variance of the evaluations (resp. the rankings). The mean of these statistical characteristics on all

the voting situations are given respectively in Figure 5 for evaluations and Figure 6 for rankings. As

Condorcet’s procedure does not always select a winner, we choose here not to display its characteristics.

Of course, by definition, an alternative elected by the RV will have the highest possible average rating.

Similarly, an alternative elected by BORD will have the highest average rank. All the same, an alternative

elected using MJ will have the highest median ofits ratings, and an alternative elected using BUCK will

have the highest median of its ranks.
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Figure 6: Average mean, median and variance of winner’s rankings.

Additionally, with regard to the different characteristics, we can observe the following:

• With regard to the mean of the evaluations, after RV, three voting procedures have a high mean

for the winner: BORD, based on average on ranks; L4DV, which is very close to RV; STAR, which

elects one of the two alternatives with the highest average ratings. On the opposite, HARE and

AP U elect alternatives whose average ratings are low, but even higher than PLU2 and especially

PLU1, which has the lowest values.

• With regard to the median of the evaluations, MJ and RV have the highest values. This is consistent

since these evaluation-based methods are both designed to elect the alternatives with the highest

grades. The four lowest values are obtained for the same voting systems as before, with PLU1 far

lower than the others.

• With regard to the variance of the evaluations, the lowest variance is obtained with L4DV, followed

by RV and BORD. Note that a low variance alternative can be interpreted as a consensual alter-

native. On the opposite, PLU2 and PLU1 lead to the election of polarizing alternatives (like AP T

and HARE to a lesser extent).
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• With regard to the mean of the rankings, after BORD, procedures COPE, STAR and RV are also

convincing. As usual, on the opposite, we find HARE, AP U, PLU2 and PLU1 electing alternatives

with the lowest rankings’ average.

• With regard to the median of the rankings, after BUCK, BORD procedure is still the best while

L4DV joins HARE, AP U, PLU2 and PLU1 at the bottom of the table.

• With regard to the variance of the rankings, L4DV is the procedure electing the alternative with

the least variance of obtained rankings. It is followed by BORD, AP H and RV. On the other side,

PLU1, PLU2, HARE and AP T elect the alternative with the highest variance of rankings, that is,

an alternative that is less consensual than the alterative elected by L4DV, BORD, AP H and RV.

If the objective is to elect the alternative with the highest and least dispersed ratings (resp. rankings),

then BORD and RV should be preferred, and PLU1 and PLU2 should be excluded.

The differences between the Approval voting procedures can be explained by the influence of the number

of approvals. In AP T, evaluations higher than 0.7 lead to an approval and evaluations lower than 0.7

are rejected. Then, the higher the mean and the higher the variance, the higher the probability that the

evaluation is higher than 0.7. AP U behaves differently, since the number of approvals is random. Then,

the alternative chosen by PLU1, which has the highest probability to be evaluated higher than others,

has the highest probability to be approved. This explains the proximity between PLU1 and AP U for

the mean and the median (of rankings and on evaluations). The variance is nevertheless lower for AP U

since, as the number of approvals is random, the variance has less effect on the fact that an alternative

is approved. In AP H, each voter approves half of the alternatives. It is intermediate between AP U and

AP T.

4 Parameters’ influence

To complete the overall study carried out so far, we now study the influence of the parameters of the

voting situations on the voting rules behavior. As explained in Section 2, the two main parameters are

the number of alternatives and the number of voters. The evaluations distributions may also influence

evaluation-based voting rules, but not rank-based ones. Observe that McCabe-Dansted and Slinko (2006)

considered 85 voters and 5 alternatives and Green-Armytage et al. (2016) considered 99 voters and 3

alternatives.
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4.1 Influence of the number of alternatives

Figure 7 displays the distance between voting rules for various number of alternatives (with all cases

of voters). The distance between voting rules increases as the number of alternatives increases. If two

methods elect a winner randomly, then there would be a 1-in-3 chance that the two methods produce the

same winner with 3 alternatives, giving a theoretical distance between two different voting rules equal

to 0.66 (2/3). Similarly, a theoretical distance of 0.93 (13/14) would be observed in a 14-alternative

ballot. In our experiment, the median distances observed are equal to 0.27 for 3 alternatives and 0.60

for 14 alternatives. The first conclusion is that voting systems do not elect winners at random, since the

observed median is 0.35 lower than the one with random procedures.

3 alternatives

Actually, very small number of alternatives lead to particular cases where two different voting rules always

give the same winner. Note that, for 3 alternatives, AP H and PLU1 are similar, the same holds for PLU2

and HARE. To a lesser extent, this is also the case between AP T and PLU1 (and AP H). In fact, with

3 alternatives (resp. 14 alternatives), the probability of a voter approving only one alternative is around

78% (resp. 1.4 %), and in this case, the two voting methods are identical. Moreover, as it is very likely

to have a Condorcet winner with 3 alternatives (94% chance, Gehrlein (1999)), all the voting methods

electing a Condorcet winner will be close. This is indeed what we observe with MMAX and NAN, COPE

or CONDO on Figure 8, which is the multidimensional scaling representation of distances between voting

rules for m = 3.

More than 3 alternatives

As stated before, distances between voting rules are growing with the number of alternatives. From 4 to

14 alternatives, Figure 9 shows a juxtaposition of voting rules positions on the first plane of the multidi-

mensional scaling derived from the distance matrices (presented in Figure 7). Each curve corresponds to

a voting rule, from its position for 4 alternatives to its position for 14 alternatives. Three main phenom-

ena can be observed. First, it is clear that distances between voting rules increase with the number of

alternatives, especially for the Plurality family rules which are more and more far from the other rules, as

they use very few information compared to the other rules. Second, COND also moves away from most

procedures, because there are fewer and fewer Condorcet winners. Third, it is worth noting that as the
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Figure 7: Distance matrices between voting rules respectively for m =3, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 14 alternatives.

The displayed values are equal to 100 times the distance to increase the readability. The color of each

entry corresponds to the membership of the inter-quartile intervals, calculated separately for each matrix.

The medians are respectively equal to 27, 37, 41, 48, 52 and 60.
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Figure 8: MDS for 3 alternatives. The goodness-of-fit equals 0.58.

number of alternatives increases, the gap of information in ranks and in scores decreases. Therefore, the

evaluation-based and ranking-based voting methods using similar mechanism are getting closer, as RV

and BORD (using evaluation mean or rank mean), and MJ an BUCK (using evaluation median or rank

median). As a consequence, evaluation-based voting rules become “closer” to the other voting rules.

4.2 Influence of the number of voters

Distance matrices depending on the number of voters are given in Figure 10. It is obvious that the

differences between these distance matrices are negligible: therefore, we can say that the number of

voters has no influence on the proximity of two different voting rules. Especially, there appears to be no

difference between the 101 voters distance matrix and the 1001 voters distance matrix. This point is a

matter of importance, as it implies that a relatively small number of voters (let say around 100) is enough

to study the empirical results of voting rules without lack of generality. For example, McCabe-Dansted

and Slinko (2006) (resp. Green-Armytage et al. (2016)) present results obtained with 85 sample of voters

(resp. 99), which is good enough to conclude.
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Figure 9: MDS from 4 to 14 alternatives. Red labels correspond to the case m = 4 alternatives and

blue labels to the case m = 14 alternatives. Black lines give the position of the corresponding voting

procedures when the number of alternatives varies.

4.3 Influence of the distributions on evaluations

Changing the law of evaluations obviously doesn’t change the laws of ranks, since we’re still in an IC

framework, so the distances between ranking-based voting methods must remain unchanged, regardless

of the distribution chosen. On the other hand, the distances between evaluation-based voting procedures

(as L4DV, RV, MJ, AP) may be modified fairly slight: distances from MJ do not change, as the median is

the same for the trhree distributions; distances from RV change a bit more, as the mean is more sensitive

to the extreme values than the mode. The voting rule which is most affected by the distribution is clearly

L4DV, whose behavior is strongly impacted by extreme values, which are more common with the beta

distribution rather than the uniform or truncated normal distribution. Approval voting rules are also

affected by the distributions: with the truncated normal distribution, approval voting with a threshold of

0.7 becomes close to first-past-the-post, as with parameters µ = 0.5 and σ = 0.25, there are 20% of values

above 0.7, i.e. only one to three alternatives on average. Note that AP U (resp. AP H ) is not affected

by the distribution, as the number of alternatives is selected at random (resp. fixed), with not link to

the value of evaluations. They can therefore be considered more as ranking-based than evaluation-based
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Figure 10: Distance matrices between voting rules respectively for n = 9, 15, 21, 51, 101, and 1001 voters.

The displayed values are equal to 100 times the distance to increase the readability. The color of each

entry corresponds to the membership of the inter-quartile intervals, calculated separately for each matrix.
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Figure 11: Distance matrices between voting rules respectively for uniform distributions, beta distribu-

tions and truncated normal distributions. The distributions are displayed in Figure 1. The displayed

values are equal to 100 times the distance to increase the readability. The color of each entry corresponds

to the membership of the inter-quartile intervals, calculated separately for each matrix.

voting rules.

5 Special cases

All the experiments above have been conducted based on independent and identically distributed evalua-

tions of voters on alternatives. They lead to Impartial Cultures (IC) models on rankings. This framework

can be enlarged to non IC models. McCabe-Dansted and Slinko (2006) use for example a Polya urn model

to extend to non IC models. With evaluation based simulations, a perspective is to explore two directions:

• Special case 1: What if the evaluations distributions are not independent?

• Special case 2: What if the alternatives’ evaluations distributions are not identically distributed?

5.1 Special case 1: correlated scores

In the following, we consider n = 101 voters, and m = 4 alternatives. Let us first consider a case where

the evaluations for the alternatives are correlated. Denote EA, EB , EC and ED the evaluations of four

alternatives. We consider a framework where EA, EB , EC and ED have uniform marginal distributions
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Figure 12: Multidimensional scaling representation of distance between voting rules for correlated data.

On the left ρ = 0, on middle ρ = 0.5 and on the right ρ = 0.9. The goodness-of-fit are respectively 0.46,

0.46, and 0.51.

and Cor(EA, EB) = Cor(EC , ED) = ρ; Cor(EA, EC) = Cor(EB , EC) = Cor(EA, ED) = Cor(EB , ED) =

−ρ, with ρ ∈ {0, 0.5, 0.9}.

The resulting MDS is displayed in Figure 12. Introducing correlations changes the similarities between

voting procedures. We still recover a Condorcet like cluster, with MMAX, NAN, BORD and COND

gathered. But STAR is further away the cluster under correlation. PLU2, PLU1 and HARE also gathered

together and are nearer to the Condorcet family as the correlation increases. Evaluation based procedures,

L4DV, MJ, RV, moved away from each others with correlation.

5.2 Special case 2: consensus or polarized alternative

Another extension is to consider voters with different and independent profiles of evaluations. We intro-

duce three distributions, respectively corresponding to a neutral alternative, to a consensual alternative

and to a polarizing alternative. The distributions are displayed in Figure 13.

We simulate three scenarios:

• Scenario 1: all three alternatives are neutral. This corresponds to the framework of Section 3 and

Section 4.

• Scenario 2: two alternatives are neutral and one is consensual. In this case, the consensual alter-

native tends to have better evaluations.
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Figure 13: Neutral, consensual and polarized distributions of evaluations. Probability distribution func-

tions of evaluations on one alternative: Uniform distribution (left), Beta distribution with α = 1 and

β = 0.5 (center) and Beta distribution with α = 0.5 and β = 0.5 (right).

Figure 14: MDS for Scenario 1, Scenario 2 and Scenario 3. The three graphs have the same scale. The

goodness-of-fit are respectively 0.60, 0.85, and 0.65.

• Scenario 3: two alternatives are neutral and one is polarizing. In this case, half of the voters may

give a lower evaluation to the polarizing alternative and half may give a higher evaluation.

MDS for the three scenarios are given in Figure 14. They show that in Scenario 2, when there is a

consensual alternative, the distance between the voting rules is very low. The procedures indeed globally

agree to choose the consensual alternative. Next, no main differences can be seen between Scenario 1 and

Scenario 3.
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Conclusion

This article investigates the empirical closeness of voting procedures on simulated data. An originality

of our work is to consider evaluation-based methods, together with ranking-based ones. Our main study

deals with independent and identically distributed evaluations, which yields Impartial Culture on rank-

ings. We recover empirically the families of voting rules – Condorcet like, evaluation-based, plurality and

approval voting, Bucklin. Additionally, our study gives an insight of the characteristics of the winners,

depending of the voting procedure used. We show for example that (one-round or two-round) plurality

voting selects winners with lower mean and higher variance (on rankings and on evaluations) than other

procedures. We also highlight that the number of alternatives influences the proximity between voting

rules, while it is not the case for the number of voters.

Future works may extend the study to non IC frameworks for ranking-based procedures, respectively not

considering IID frameworks for evaluations. We already show in this article in simulated examples that

releasing either assumptions of independence or of equal distributions modify the proximities between

voting rules. Studying more extensively how releasing IC structure modify the voting rules, by introducing

dependent and different distributions, is an interesting perspective.
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